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First, I have worked for 39 years now in the field of Irrigation system design for Landscape Projects and I am
an Irrigation Design Engineer & Consultant. I have used AutoCAD since 1987, designing irrigation systems
domestically and internationally.  For many of those years I fought constantly with sizing, rotating and plotting
the AutoCAD Designs, typically on the deadline date, which caused me a lot of anxiety.  Around 7 or 8 years
ago I purchased LandFX, a 3rd party software add-on to help my system design program.  As that 3rd party
software LandFX really helped decrease my design time needed to perform the design engineering. But, I
was still having problems plotting my designs to PDF; finally I let my clients do that part rather than to mess
with this function any longer! This always put me at a disadvantage working with Landscape Architects,
because they didn’t like having to do part of my job – but I always had such a difficult time messing with the
plotting function in AutoCAD that any criticism was worth letting my client do it himself!  One day while talking
with the owner of LandFX, i.e., Mr. Dave Farmer, I asked him what software program he recommended to be
used with LandFX software, Dave told me his company tried all the software available on the market to plot
AutoCAD designs and he had found “Acro Plot Pro” by CADzation to be the best.  He also told me that is the
only plotting software LandFX uses and he swears by it.

So, 6 or 7 years ago now after talking with Mr. Farmer, I bought Acro Plot Pro; within the hour I had Acro Plot
Pro up and running and it worked perfectly right out of the box. First, with Acro Plot Pro, I could plot the plan
set entirely or plot just 1 Sheet if I wanted. I could choose whatever Sheet Size I wanted plotted with 1 click
of the mouse and with one more mouse click I could put each drawing in whatever format I wanted, i.e.,
either Portrait or Landscape and BAM – done!  Acro Plot Pro plotted perfectly every time I sent a drawing to
the plotter.

Acro Plot Pro works, it always works perfectly, it works flawlessly and next to LandFX Irrigation Software
Design program, Acro Plot Pro is the very best software that I’ve ever purchased in my well over 40 years
using computers.  I highly recommend to any design engineer who uses AutoCAD, or any other CAD
drawing program, to buy Acro Plot Pro, it will help your business run more smoothly and faster; Acro Plot Pro
will make plotting your jobs easy, simple and perfect every time, it don’t get better than perfect!

By the way, I’d just like to say, I am neither being paid one cent by CADzation, nor am I getting any other
form of remuneration for this testimonial, I’m giving it freely, because this software has helped my business!
To me, time is money, this software saves me time, which makes me more money – try it you’ll love using
this software believe me.
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